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Stock#: 75338
Map Maker: Bertius & Claesz & Janssonius

the Elder (of Arnhem)

Date: 1600
Place: Amsterdam
Color: Uncolored
Condition: VG+
Size:

Price: SOLD

Description:

The First Edition of Bertius's Caert-Thresoor.

The Caert-Thresoor, a groundbreaking pocket atlas first introduced in 1598 and later re-envisioned by
Petrus Bertius in 1600, marked a pivotal shift in the nature and design of minor atlases. This 1600 edition,
co-published by Cornelis Claesz and Jan Jansz. of Arnhem, deviates from its earlier iterations by
presenting Bertius' comprehensive geographical treatise, for which the maps act as visual supplements. In
prior editions, the text was far less important, serving merely as an explanation of the maps. In this first
Latin edition of 1600, the order of the maps mostly follows that in the editions of 1598 and 1599. Starting
in the second edition, the maps were reorganized to align more harmoniously with the classical order
found in Ptolemy's Geographia.

At the beginning of the 17th century, Amsterdam's emergence as a cartographic powerhouse was in full
swing. The initial Caert-Thresoor atlas established an unprecedented standard for smaller atlases, as
noted by Peter van der Krogt and Günter Schilder. Eminent scholars, including Bertius and Jacobus
Viverius, methodically revised the text. The compact, yet excellently engraved maps, demonstrate clarity,
elegance, and design prowess. These maps didn't merely serve the atlas but found utility in various
foundational geographical and travel publications from Amsterdam during that period. Their content
mirrors Amsterdam's state-of-the-art cartographic capabilities, benefiting from the latest updates on newly
charted territories.

Another distinguishing feature of this atlas lies in its deviation from the Antwerp-produced pocket atlases,
which largely remained simplified renditions of Ortelius's Theatrum Orbis Terrarum. Instead, the Caert-
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Thresoor embarks on an innovative trajectory, assimilating fresh material accrued in Amsterdam during
the 1590s. Infused with both Portuguese insights and Dutch exploratory data, these additions are
particularly evident in the atlas's second (and following) books, focusing on non-European territories.
Notably, this section showcases in-depth maps of regions such as the Philippines and the East Indies
archipelago, tracing back to the cartographic work of Jan Huygen van Linschoten in 1595.

This is the first edition of what Peter van der Krogt (IIIa, page 409) terms "the second category of
the Caert-Thresoor, in that it has text by Petrus Bertius and not the initial anonymous author:

The second category of the Caert-Thresoor has a text by Petrus Bertius. It was published again by
Cornelis Claesz. along with Jan Jansz. of Arnhem (father of Johannes Janssonius of Amsterdam) as
co-publisher. The text by Bertius is entirely different from the text by the "unknown" original author.
Bertius wrote a new geographical treatise on the whole world, for which the maps serve as
illustrations. This is contrary to the first editions of 1598 and 1599, where the text explained the
maps. At the end, Bertius refers to Ptolemy's Geographia, comparing his chapters with the books of
Ptolemy.

In the first edition (1600), the order of the maps is nearly the same as in the editions of 1598 and
1599. Starting with the second edition, the order was completely changed to fit in with the classical
order of maps in Ptolemy's Geographia.

What makes the Caert-Thresoor Special

The pocket atlases published in Amsterdam from 1598 "set a new standard for minor atlases" (Van Der
Krogt, IIIa, 373):

The Caert-Thresoor of 1598 set a new standard for minor atlases. Scholars like Petrus Bertius and
Jacobus Viverius edited the text. The small maps are extremely well engraved; they are neat and
clear and elegantly composed. They served many purposes in other books published in Amsterdam.
Their contents reflect the level of cartography in Amsterdam at the turn of the century, where up-to-
date information on newly discovered regions was readily available. The Caert-Thresoor is a
collection of maps to which the text was adapted and not the other way around as is the case with
many geographical studies. Its success must have that prompted Jodocus Hondius to publish a
reduced edition of Mercator's Atlas in 1607.

Schilder, MCN VII, page 460:
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The pocket atlases that were produced in Antwerp remained to a large extent simplified smaller-
scale versions of Ortelius's Theatrum Orbis Terrarum. Meanwhile, the Caert-Thresoor broke away
from this folio atlas and conformed less strictly to the structure and layout of that atlas. Production
of the Caert-Thresoor moved in a new direction by including much new material that had been
collected in the 1590s in Amsterdam. This material was based partly on Portuguese information and
knowledge, partly on that derived from Dutch voyages for trade or discovery. The revisions showed
up mainly in the second book, which should be seen as a kind of up-to-date supplement. This part
covers the non-European countries. Here one finds, among other things, detailed maps of the
Philippines and the archipelago of the East Indies. The maps were taken directly from the map that
Jan Huygen van Linschoten made in 1595.

Detailed Condition:
Oblong octavo. Later stiff vellum, titled "TABULAE GEOGRAPHIGAE" in manuscript on front cover. 170
engraved maps and plates. [15 pages], 645 pages, [1 page of Errata], [44 pages index], [1-page poetic
endorsement by Johannes Meursius]. (Short repaired tear to page 9. Page 439 was reseated at the left
edge, resulting in it not being as wide as other leaves. Some verso show-through. Overall VG to VG+)


